BA! Bars Standard

- Cereal bars full of nutritious nuts, seeds and dried fruit of the highest quality
- Ideal, healthy snack – a source of natural energy
- Natural & rich source of fibre
- No glucose syrup
- No hydrogenated fats

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Tropical Fruits (40 g)
sap 26209 | pcs/disp 25 | disp/pal 360

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Forest Fruits (40 g)
sap 26207 | pcs/disp 25 | disp/pal 360

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Seeds & Honey (40 g)
sap 26215 | pcs/disp 25 | disp/pal 360

BA! Energy Bar: Cranberry & Orange (40 g)
sap 26213 | pcs/disp 25 | disp/pal 360

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Nuts (40 g)
sap 26205 | pcs/disp 25 | disp/pal 360

BA! Energy Bar: Banana (40 g)
sap 26211 | pcs/disp 25 | disp/pal 360
BA! Bars Standard
6-packs & Mini Bars

- Cereal bars full of nutritious nuts, seeds and dried fruit of the 
  highest quality
- Ideal, healthy snack
  – a source of natural energy
- Natural & rich source of fibre
- No glucose syrup
- No hydrogenated fats

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Nuts (6 x 40 g)
sap 26206 | pcs/disp 18 | disp/pal 80

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Dried Fruits (6 x 40 g)
sap 26204 | pcs/disp 18 | disp/pal 80

BA! Energy Bar: 5 Forest Fruits (6 x 40 g)
sap 26208 | pcs/disp 18 | disp/pal 80

BA! Bar; Energy 5 Tropical Fruits (6 x 40 g)
sap 26210 | pcs/disp 18 | disp/pal 80

BA! Mini Energy Bars: 5 Nuts (150 g)
sap 26218 | pcs/disp 14 | disp/pal 63

BA! Mini Energy Bars: 5 Dried Fruits (150 g)
sap 26217 | pcs/disp 14 | disp/pal 63

BA! Mini Energy Bars: 5 Tropical Fruits (150 g)
sap 26219 | pcs/disp 14 | disp/pal 63

BA! Mini Energy Bars: Mix (1,5 kg)
sap 26220 | pcs/disp 1 | disp/pal 182
BA! Bars NO Added Sugar

- Cereal bars full of nutritious nuts, seeds, dried fruit and superfoods of the highest quality
- 5 cereals: oat, wheat, barley, rye, rice
- Superfoods: quinoa, chia, amaranthus
- No added sugar
- No glucose syrup
- No hydrogenated fats
- Natural and rich source of fibre from chicory (inulin)
BA! Bars KIDS

- Popular taste variants enjoyed by young consumers
- Joyfull graphics with a sympathetic brand hero
- No glucose syrup
- No hydrogenated fats
- Recipe based on cereals
- Ideal portion – 25 g
- Ideal element of a school lunch box

BA! KIDS Cereal Bar: Apple & Cinnamon (25 g)
sap 25791 | pcs/disp 25 | dsp/pal 360

BA! KIDS Cereal Bar: Cocoa & Milk (25 g)
sap 25790 | pcs/disp 25 | dsp/pal 360

BA! KIDS Cereal Bar: Apple & Cinnamon (6 x 25 g)
sap 25913 | pcs/disp 18 | dsp/pal 80

BA! KIDS Cereal Bar: Cocoa & Milk (6 x 25 g)
sap 25918 | pcs/disp 18 | dsp/pal 80
BA! Protein Bars

- High quality whey proteins (WPC 80)
- Enriched with natural plant extracts: ginseng, green tea, horsetail
- Significant content of: creatine, L-carnitine, taurine, collagen, beta-alanine
- No added sugar
- No hydrogenated fats
- Natural fibre from chicory root - inulin
- Recipe created in cooperation with a sport dietician

BA! Protein Bar: Best Before Training (Coffee & Cocoa Beans) (45g)
sap 25947 | pcs/disp 25 | dsp/pal 360

BA! Protein Bar: Be Active & Keep Fit (Strawberry & Goji) (45g)
sap 25949 | pcs/disp 25 | dsp/pal 360

BA! Protein Bar: Before Intensive Workout (Peanuts & Almonds) (45 g)
sap 25948 | pcs/disp 25 | dsp/pal 360

BA! Protein Bar: After Training Recovery (Banana & Peanuts) (45g)
sap 25962 | pcs/disp 25 | dsp/pal 360